Abstractive Sentence Summarization (AS-SUM) targets at grasping the core idea of the source sentence and presenting it as the summary. It is extensively studied using statistical models or neural models based on the large-scale monolingual source-summary parallel corpus. But there is no cross-lingual parallel corpus, whose source sentence language is different to the summary language, to directly train a cross-lingual ASSUM system. We propose to solve this zero-shot problem by using resource-rich monolingual AS-SUM system to teach zero-shot cross-lingual ASSUM system on both summary word generation and attention. This teaching process is along with a back-translation process which simulates source-summary pairs. Experiments on cross-lingual ASSUM task show that our proposed method is significantly better than pipeline baselines and previous works, and greatly enhances the cross-lingual performances closer to the monolingual performances. We release the code and data at https://github.
Introduction
Abstractive Sentence Summarization (ASSUM) is a task of condensing the source sentences into the summaries based on the core meaning of the source sentences. ASSUM provides quick access to the important content of the source sentences through the informative re-written summaries. Major ASSUM explorations are monolingual based. There is an urgent demand of crosslingual ASSUM which produces summaries for people who do not speak the language the same to the source language.
Unlike the monolingual ASSUM receiving extensive studies that are based on the large-scale * Equal contribution. monolingual ASSUM corpus, the cross-lingual ASSUM is seldom explored due to the lack of training corpus. This zero-shot challenge drives the cross-lingual ASSUM to resort to two existing independent techniques, i.e., the monolingual AS-SUM and the bilingual translation. The both techniques should be leveraged together to overcome the difficulty of data scarcity in the cross-lingual ASSUM.
Regarding the techniques of the monolingual ASSUM, neural methods become dominant in this area since the creation of the large-scale ASSUM corpus (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2015) . The corpus consists of huge number of source-summary pairs, and neural methods model these pairs as as a sequence-to-sequence task by encoding the source sentence into vectorized information and decoding it into the abstractive summary.
Regarding the techniques of the bilingual translation, recent years witnessed the method transition from statistical machine translation (SMT) (Koehn et al., 2003) to neural machine translation (NMT). NMT employs the sequence-to-sequence architecture with various implementations such as RNN-based (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015) , CNN-based (Gehring et al., 2017) , and Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) .
Early works on the cross-lingual ASSUM leverage the above two techniques through using bilingual features to cooperate with the monolingual ASSUM based on the data condition that largescale monolingual ASSUM corpus is not available while large-scale translation corpora are easy to obtain. They utilize bilingual features such as phrase pairs or predicate-argument parallel structures, which are obtained from SMT systems, to achieve extractive or abstractive cross-lingual summarization (Wan, 2011; Yao et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016) .
Recently, Ayana et al. (2018) propose the first large-scale corpus-based cross-lingual AS-SUM system in which the ASSUM corpus is monolingual. They generate summaries using the monolingual ASSUM system, and train the cross-lingual ASSUM based on these pseudo summaries.
On the contrary, we propose in this paper to use genuine summaries paired with the generated pseudo sources to train the cross-lingual ASSUM system. We use the teacher-student framework in which the monolingual ASSUM system is taken as the teacher and the cross-lingual ASSUM system is the student. The teacher let the student to simulate both the summary word distribution and attention weights according to those of the teacher networks. In comparison to the pseudo summaries used in the work of Ayana et al. (2018) , we generate pseudo sources instead and use true summaries to constitute source-summary pairs. This is motivated by the successful application of backtranslation which generates pseudo-source paired with true-target for NMT (Sennrich et al., 2016a; Lample et al., 2018) .
The main contributions of this paper include:
• We propose teaching both summary word generation distribution and attention weights in the cross-lingual ASSUM networks by using the monolingual ASSUM networks. The distribution teacher is directly from the monolingual ASSUM, while the attention weights teacher is obtained by an attention relay mechanism.
• We use a back-translation procedure that generates pseudo source sentences paired with the true summaries to build a training corpus for the cross-lingual ASSUM. This alleviates the data scarcity that no cross-lingual ASSUM corpus is available.
• Extensive experimental results on two benchmark datasets show that our proposed method is able to perform better than several baselines and related works, and significantly reduce the performance gap between the crosslingual ASSUM and the monolingual AS-SUM.
2 Related Work
Monolingual ASSUM
There are various methods exploring the effective way to model the monolingual ASSUM process including statistical models (Banko et al., 2000; Cohn and Lapata, 2008) or neural models (Rush et al., 2015; Chopra et al., 2016; Nallapati et al., 2016) . Neural models become dominant in this task since the creation of the large-scale ASSUM corpus (Rush et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2015) . On the basis of the sequence-tosequence neural architecture, there are many further explorations such as using rich linguistic features and large vocabulary set (Nallapati et al., 2016) , global training procedures on the sentence level (Ayana et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018; Edunov et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018) , topic enhancement in the summaries (Wang et al., 2018) , additional selective gate networks in the encoder (Zhou et al., 2017) , and facts fusion measures (Cao et al., 2018) .
Zero Resource Neural Machine Translation
Current state-of-the-art NMT models are effective in modeling the translation process, but they are highly dependent on the large-scale parallel corpus. When applied on zero resource language pairs such as the two languages that do not have direct parallel corpus, the NMT systems perform well below the satisfactory level. To address such problem, three NMT paradigms are explored. The first is the triangular NMT systems that add one additional resource rich language to the zero resource language pair to build a triangular translation scenario (Chen et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2017; , the second is the multilingual translation system that concatenates parallel corpora of different language pairs and builds one NMT model for all (Johnson et al., 2017) , the third is the unsupervised NMT systems that do not use any parallel data resources (Artetxe et al., 2018; Lample et al., 2018) . Our work is closely related to the first paradigm in which source language, pivot language, and target language form a triangular translation scenario.
In our setting, the target language {sentence, summary} pair and the source language sentence form the triangle in which the target language sentence functions as the pivot. We adopt the teacher-student framework that is also applied in Chen et al. (2017) , but we have significant difference to them in that we generate pseudo source while they generate pseudo target, which results in different teacher-student networks.
Cross-lingual Summarization
Early explorations on cross-lingual summarization mainly depend on the traditional monolingual summarization methods, and integrate bilingual parallel informations into the monolingual methods through sentence selection based on translation quality estimation (Wan et al., 2010) , sentence ranking based on cross-lingual sentence similarity (Wan, 2011) , or abstractive summarization based on phrase pair (Yao et al., 2015) and predicate-argument structure fusing (Zhang et al., 2016) .
The first cross-lingual ASSUM system based on the large-scale monolingual ASSUM corpus is proposed by Ayana et al. (2018) , which is most related to our work. It is motivated by the triangular NMT systems with pseudo target in the teacher-student networks. In contrast, we use pseudo source and apply different teacher-student networks.
3 Our Approach
Overall Framework
To overcome the data scarcity in the cross-lingual ASSUM, it is easy to come up with the pipeline method at the first thought. The source language sentence can be translated to the target language sentence, followed by target language summarization step to get the final target language summary. Alternatively, the source language sentence can be summarized into source language summary at first, then is translated into the target language summary. Both pipeline methods face the error propagation problem that errors in the early steps will harm the final summary quality.
We propose a jointly optimizing framework that avoids the independent two steps in the pipeline methods. Figure 1 (a) illustrates our overall framework. We introduce a bridge between the source language sentence and the target language summary. The target language sentence functions as the bridge convenient for the information flow from the source sentence to the target summary.
The overall framework mainly consists of two modules: the teacher networks and the student networks. The teacher is the monolingual ASSUM Figure 1: Illustration of the comparison between (a) our overall framework and (b) the framework of Ayana et al. (2018) . Solid line boxes denote genuine data, while dashed line boxes denote automatically generated pseudo data. Solid line arrows denote the summarization direction, while dashed line arrows denote pseudo data generation direction. Note that the genuine data is used in the teacher of our framework, while pseudo data is used in the teacher of the framework of Ayana et al. (2018) .
neural networks trained on the large-scale monolingual ASSUM corpus. Note that in our framework, the teacher is strong since the utilized monolingual ASSUM corpus is genuine and no pseudo data is used in the teacher. The student is the crosslingual ASSUM networks trained to mimic the behavior of the teacher.
To manifest the difference between our framework and the most related framework of Ayana et al. (2018) , we depict both in Figure 1 . In the framework of Ayana et al. (2018) , the source language sentence is automatically translated into the target language sentence, which is automatically summarized into the target language summary. The data on both sides of the teacher networks are pseudo. This is significantly different to our framework in which the teacher networks have the strong data basis that all data on both sides of the teacher networks are genuine. When comparing the student networks, we can find that we adopt pseudo source sentence, while Ayana et al. (2018) adopt pseudo target summary. Furthermore, we also teach the student with the teacher's attention weights via a new attention relay mechanism.
Back-Translation
Our framework contains a back-translation procedure which is inspired by that used in semisupervised or unsupervised machine translation (MT) (Sennrich et al., 2016a; Lample et al., 2018) . In MT, the back-translation process translates unpaired target text into source text. The resulted pseudo source-target pair serves as additional training data for source-to-target translation. Our proposed back-translation procedure involves triple kinds of data. It translates the target language sentence back into the source language sentence by a third-party NMT system. The generated pseudo source is paired with the true target summary to build a training resource for the student networks. The back-translation procedure is denoted as the dashed arrow NMT in Figure 1 (a).
The Teacher-Student Training Procedure
We use the monolingual ASSUM system as the teacher networks, and use the cross-lingual AS-SUM system as the student networks. Both the teacher and the student apply Transformer architecture which is effective for modeling sequenceto-sequence tasks such as machine translation (Vaswani et al., 2017) . Two functions of the teacher are set as the learning objective for the student. One is the probability distribution of the summary word generation, the other is the attention weights in the attention mechanism.
Given the source language text X, the target language text Y, and the target language summary YS, the training procedure for the teacher-student framework is presented in the following:
1 , Y) denote the teacher distribution of the summary word given summary word generation history and Y, P (YS i |YS i−1 1 , X) denote the student distribution of the summary word given summary word generation history and X. X denotes the pseudo source which is generated by the back-summarization procedure. We use cross entropy loss to encourage the similarity between the two distributions:
(1) Through Equation (1), the cross-lingual AS-SUM learns from the monolingual ASSUM about how to generate summary word under appropriate distribution.
Teaching The Attention Weights via Attention Relay
Besides the summary word generation distribution, the attention of the monolingual ASSUM is also a valuable learning resource. But such attention only connects the encoder and the decoder of the monolingual ASSUM system, it has to be relayed to reach the other language to teach the cross-lingual ASSUM system.
The attention relay mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2 . The monolingual attention weights of YS attending to Y is relayed to form the teacher attention weights of YS attending to X. In particular, Y 2 and Y 4 receive top-2 attention weights from YS 1 in Figure 2 , and Y 2 receives biggest attention from X 1 , Y 4 receives biggest attention from X 2 . Then the attention weights of YS 1 attending to X 1 and X 2 are set 1/2. Other attention weights distributed over the rest words of X are set zero. In general case, if top-k attention weights are relayed from YS to X, then the teacher attention weights over the k words of X are set 1/k each, and other attention weights are set zero 1 .
We use the Euclidean distance between the teacher attention weights and the student attention weights as the loss to encourage their consistency:
where A j denotes a teacher attention weight,Ā j denotes a student attention weight. Note that in our work, the attention only refers to the encoder-decoder attention, not the selfattention in Transformer. Since our teacher networks and the student networks adopt Transformer architecture which contains multi-head attention, we use the average attention that averages attention weights of all heads in the same layer.
Training and Testing
The training objective is to minimize the joint loss:
where λ is the weight balancing L gen and L att . During testing, only the student networks are used to decode X into YS. In detail, only P (YS i |YS i−1 1 , X) participates in the beam search, the summary word generation teacher and whole L att -related teacher-student networks are not involved in the testing process.
Experiments
We conduct experiments on Chinese-to-English ASSUM, which takes Chinese sentence as input, and outputs English abstractive summary. We build evaluation sets for this task by manually translating English sentences of the existing English evaluation sets into Chinese inputs. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first evaluation sets on which the cross-lingual ASSUM system and the monolingual ASSUM system can be directly compared.
Datasets
In our experiments, the English ASSUM system and the English-Chinese NMT system are involved. The data for training both systems are presented below.
The data for training the English ASSUM system is from the annotated Gigaword corpus, and we preprocess it identically to Rush et al. (2015) , which results in around 3.8M training pairs, 190K validation pairs and 1951 test pairs. In this data, the sentence-summary pairs are built by pairing the first sentence of each article with the article's headline. Additionally, DUC-2004 is adopted as another English data set only for testing. It contains 500 documents, and each document has four human-generated reference summaries.
To build the evaluation sets, English sentences of the validation and test sets of Gigaword and DUC2004 are manually translated into Chinese by graduate students of the linguistics department and our institute, who are bilingual with Chinese as the mother tongue. Specifically, in the Gigaword validation set, we randomly select 2000 sentence-summary pairs and manually translate their English sentences into Chinese. The English summaries are not translated. The Chinese sentences are segmented by the word segmentation tool Jieba 2 .
Additionally, we also implement some baselines for comparison, some of which utilize a large corpus of Chinese short text summarization (LC-STS) (Hu et al., 2015) , which is collected from the Chinese microblogging website Sina Weibo with 2.4M sentence-summary pairs for training and 725 pairs for testing.
Experimental Configuration Baseline Systems
• The pipeline of translating source sentence into target sentence at first, then summarizing the target sentence into the summary. We denote this method Pipeline-TS.
• The pipeline of summarizing the source sentence into the source summary, then translating the source summary into the target summary. We denote this method Pipeline-ST.
• The framework of Ayana et al. (2018) , which uses pseudo summary for training. We denote it Pseudo-Summary 3 .
• The pivot system that enforcing the sourceto-pivot system and the pivot-to-target system sharing the same pivot language embedding . We denote it Pivotbased. System Gigaword DUC2004 ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ABS+ (Rush et al., 2015) 29.8 11.9 27.0 28.2 8.5 23.8 Actor-Critic 36.1 17.4 33.5 29.4 9.8 25.9 StructuredLoss (Edunov et al., 2018) 36.7 17.9 34.3 ---FactAware (Cao et al., 2018) 37 Table 2 : Comparison on the monolingual ASSUM performances. "-" denotes that no score is reported in that work.
• Translating the English sentences into the Chinese sentences, and pair these pseudo Chinese sentences with English summaries to build a training corpus for Chinese-toEnglish ASSUM. We denote it PseudoChinese. We implement it by using Transformer machine translation model to translate the English sentences, and use Transformer architecture to train a Chinese-toEnglish ASSUM system. Note that this is just the student network without being taught by a teacher network.
Parameter Setup and Evaluation Metric
Transformer is employed as our basis architecture 4 (Vaswani et al., 2017) . Six layers are stacked in both the encoder and decoder, and the dimensions of the embedding vectors and all hidden vectors are set 512. We set eight heads in the multi-head attention. The source embedding, the target embedding and the linear sublayer are shared in the teacher networks, while are not shared in the student networks. Byte-pair encoding is employed with a vocabulary of about 32k tokens on English side and Chinese side respectively (Sennrich et al., 2016b) . During evaluation, we employ ROUGE (Lin, 2004) as our evaluation metric. On Gigaword, the full-length F-1 based ROUGE scores are reported. On DUC2004, the recall based ROUGE scores are reported to be consistent with previous works.
NMT Performance
The NMT system involved in all our experiments 4 https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq is Transformer, with the same parameter setup to those of ASSUM systems. It is trained on 1.25M sentence pairs extracted from LDC corpora 5 , and is evaluated on NIST sets using multibleu.perl. Chinese-to-English results of caseinsensitive BLEU and English-to-Chinese results of character-based BLEU are reported in Table 1 . Since there are four English references for one Chinese sentence in NIST evaluation sets, we report averaged BLEU of four English input sentences in English-to-Chinese translation.
Compared to on Chineseto-English translation, which targets at robust machine translation and uses the same data to ours, our Transformer significantly outperforms their work, indicating that we build a solid system for machine translation.
Experimental Results

Monolingual ASSUM Performance
We build a strong monolingual ASSUM system as shown in Table 2 . The comparison is made between our basis architecture Transformer and previous works including state-of-the-art monolingual ASSUM systems. The work of ABS+ (Rush et al., 2015) is the pioneer work of using neural models for monolingual ASSUM. The works of Actor-Critic and StructuredLoss (Edunov et al., 2018) are training methods avoiding exposure bias problems in sequence-tosequence learning. The work of FactAware (Cao et al., 2018) encode factual informations such as those extracted from openIE and dependency relations into the neural network to get factual summaries.
Transformer with BPE pre-processing (denoted by Transformer bpe ) performs consistently better than the related monolingual ASSUM systems. We build the cross-lingual ASSUM system basing on Transformer bpe . Table 3 mainly presents the results of the crosslingual ASSUM systems. The first row lists the performance of Transformer bpe , which is the monolingual ASSUM system. It sets the ceiling of the cross-lingual ASSUM performance since the cross-lingual process introduces information loss when using another language. Comparisons between the Baselines The middle part of Table 3 is about baseline systems. It shows that Pipeline-TS is significantly better than Pipeline-ST. The optimal order of the two steps in the pipeline methods should be translating source sentence at first, then summarizing the translation. The Pseudo-Summary method (Ayana et al., 2018) performs even below the Pipeline-ST method. It indicates that using the pseudo target side is not effective for learning better crosslingual summarization model. Meanwhile, as Figure 1(b) illustrates, both source side and target side of the teacher network in the framework of Ayana et al. (2018) are pseudo, resulting in less solid data basis for training the student. The pseudo source side is generated by translating LCSTS Chinese sentences.
Cross-lingual ASSUM performance
The two baseline systems that surpass the pipeline systems are Pivot-based system and Pseudo-Chinese system. We re-implement the Pivot-based system but using Transformer instead of RNN, which is used in . Pseudo-Chinese system is the best baseline system indicating that pseudo source based parallel data is effective for training cross-lingual ASSUM system. Our Systems VS. the Baselines The bottom part of Table 3 lists the performances of our methods. It manifests that both teaching summary word generation and teaching attention weights are able to improve the performance over the baselines. When the summary word generation and attention weights are taught simultaneously (denoted by Teaching Generation+Attention), the performance is further improved, surpassing the best baseline by more than two points on Gigaword evaluation set and more than one point on DUC2004. Our Systems VS. the Ceiling Teaching Generation+Attention greatly reduces the gap between the cross-lingual ASSUM performance and the performance ceiling, i.e., the monolingual AS-SUM performance shown in the first row. The gap is narrowed from 10.2 ROUGE-1 points to 8 ROUGE-1 points. In fact, our best method performs even better than ABS+, which is the early system for monolingual ASSUM (Rush et al., 2015) .
Experiment Analyses
Hyper-Parameters Table 4 : Performances of varying hyper-parameters on the validation set. There are two main hyper-parameters. One is λ in Equation (3) that balances the weights between teaching generation and teaching attention during training. The other is top-k which controls how many portion of the monolingual ASSUM attention can be relayed to the source side as illustrated in Figure 2 . Table 4 presents the performance variance when the two hyper-parameters vary. It shows that the performance is best when λ is 0.3, indicating that training process is balanced towards teaching attention via attention relay. Based on the best λ of 0.3, we explore top-k ranging from 2 to 5. We can find that top-4 monolingual ASSUM attention weights achieve the best performance on the validation set. We select the best hyper-parameters according to Table 4 for testing.
Layers for Attention Relay
Transformer architecture used in our experiment is with six layers on both encoder and decoder. Attention relay can take place on each layer. Since each layer has eight heads for attention computation, we average the weights of all eight heads in the same layer. We study the attention relay effects on all six layers. The results in Table 5 show that relaying attention on the last layer achieves the best performance.
Performances on Different Lengths
We study the performance of each system on sets with different source sentence lengths. The source sentences are divided into six groups according to their lengths. Figure 3 presents 1 scores on the test set. The strongest baseline Pseudo-Chinese is used in this study. It shows that our methods perform better than PseudoChinese on most groups, while teaching attention is slightly worse on the group with the longest length. The sentences with length range 10-50 take up 94.2% of the whole test set. Our methods are consistently better than Pseudo-Chinese on theses sentences. Table 6 presents some examples of the crosslingual ASSUM. The differences between our methods and the strongest baseline PseudoChinese are highlighted. It shows that more accurate summary words are produced in our systems. In contrast, Pseudo-Chinese may produce incorrect words that are even contrary to the meaning of the original sentence.
Qualitative Analysis
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a teacher-student framework together with the back-translation procedure to deal with the zero-shot challenge of cross- lingual ASSUM, which has no parallel data for training. We use monolingual ASSUM which has large-scale training resources as the teacher, and set the cross-lingual ASSUM as the student. Two properties of the teacher are proposed to teach the student. One is the summary word generation probabilities, the other is the attention weights. We also propose attention relay mechanism to form the attention weights of the teacher. Experiments show that our method performs significantly better than several baselines, and is able to significantly reduce the performance gap between the cross-lingual ASSUM and the monolingual AS-SUM over the benchmark datasets.
